CLASSICAL CARD GAMES WITH
SUSTAINABLE MESSAGES
Branded with your logo

TAILOR MADE PACKAGES
FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES

FOR YOUR CLIENTS

Empower and reward your
employees with our purposeful
games, whilst strengthening
your company culture and
spread sound core values.

Strengthen your brand and align
your organisation with your
customers expectations and offer
meaningful marketing material
to your prospects.

Our DIVERSITY DECK® collection is built on the United
Nations 17 Sustainable Development Global Goals and
enables conversations around environmental and
social topics.
The 45 beautifully illustrated cards, with your logo on
the back, are really engaging and effective in
disseminating sustainability knowledge and making it
accessible.
These games are catalysts for a transition towards
sustainable mindsets and cultures.

Benefits to your company culture, brand and outreach
Endorse and contribute towards UN’s 17 Global Goals

YOU
LOG R
O

Reinforce your Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Align with your company’s core values for the future
Gain recognition as a responsible company
Smart marketing giveaways with impact
Nurture a green mindset

We offer access
to a sustainability
online course for your
staff* if you place
your order by
30th April
* up to 200 employees

Rules includes 9 classic games
including a solitary game
Direct delivery options available
Printed locally in the UK on recycled
FSC paper using ecological inks

Amell and her team provide an excellent solution
for a sustainability awareness program, delivering
workshops and insights whilst creating a fun
atmosphere.
MAINTENANT and their DIVERSITY DECK® card games
are an amazing way to introduce the sustainability
concepts within companies that are working
towards a green mindset.
I had a chance to experience their interesting and
captivating courses firsthand and would highly
recommend their products and services to any
corporations.

Harisson Costa
Director
HM Tech

I looked through every DIVERSITY DECK® pack and
want to say what an epic achievement they are.
To have been able to distil such a range of
information into these user friendly,
multi-generational cards is really amazing.
It is really harder to say less than to say more and
the way everything of importance is given its
place and reference point in the different decks is
just so impressive.

Fiona Ross
Director
Business Junction

Businesses love our social enterprise

CONTACT US
+44 (0) 7481 155 536

MAINTENANT Sustaining Now is an award-winning
social enterprise front-runner in sustainability and
circularity training and producing educational
sustainability resources and card games.
Our mission is to sensitise the public via education
on the importance of sustainability and provide
knowledge and insight to bring about positive
change for our societies to thrive.

BEST GREEN BUSINESS

WINNER
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